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REPORT 
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Subject: CRIME & DISORDER ACT 1998 

BEHAVIOUR ORDERS 
GUIDANCE ON ANTI-SOCIAL 
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2. 
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3. 
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3.3 

Introduction. 

The purpose of this report is to advise committee of the Draft Guidance issued by the Scottish 
Office Home Department [Police Division] in relation to the operation of anti-social behaviour 
orders and to approve the Council’s response to the consultation. 

It should be noted that this report has been complied following consultation with the Council’s 
Legal Services Division. 

Background. 

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 received Royal Assent on 31 July 1998 and the Scottish Office 
have issued Draft Guidance following discussion with representatives of the Association of Chief 
Police Officers in Scotland, COSLA and SACRO. 

A copy of the Draft Guidance is attached to this report as Appendix 1. 

Summary of the Guidance. 

Definition of Anti-Social Behaviour - this is defined as conduct, including speech, which has 
caused, or is likely to cause, alarm or distress to one or more persons who do not reside in the same 
household as the offender. Only behaviour which took place after 31 July 1998 can be used as a 
justification for an application although previous behaviour can be used to support the argument that 
the behaviour has continued over a period of time and that an ASBO is therefore required. 

. 
. 

The Anti-Social Behaviour Order - this is a civil measure and will not replace criminal 
proceedings where they are appropriate. It can be used in conjunction with other civil measures 
such as recovery of possession and interdict, but should not be used to settle disputes between 
neighbours involving, for example, boundaries. 

Scope of the Order - applications for ASBOs can only be made in respect of those persons aged 16 
or over, and can be made against persons in all tenancies, including owner/occupiers and their 
tenants. 
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3.4 The Local Authority’s Role - in terms of the Act the Council has the role of applying to the Sheriff 
Court for an ASBO to protect those residing in its area. There is, however, no requirement to apply 
for ASBOs at all or in particular cases. Each authority should develop a policy suiting local 
circumstances and its competing priorities to outline when it would consider an application and the 
criteria it would use. This should be done in consultation with the police and the Procurator Fiscal 
Service so that the overlap with criminal proceedings is clear. The policy should be well publicised 
in the authority’s area to ensure that the public are aware of the ASBO mechanism and that 
unrealistic expectations as to the use of ASBOs are avoided. It should be clear that complaints 
about private sector tenants should initially be made to their landlord. The policy should also 
identify how the function of applying for ASBOs is to be camed out. There should be a clear point 
of contact for the public, whlch need not necessarily be the Housing Department. 

3.5 Action Once Complaint Received - the authority should: - 

Establish the facts. 

Determine whether the behaviour constitutes anti-social behaviour. 

Ensure all relevant departments are involved in the process, particularly Housing, Social Work and 
Legal. 

Establish what steps the complainant has taken to resolve matters. 

Consider other courses of action available. 

Consider other types of legal action where the offender is the authority’s tenant. 

Thereafter consider applying for an ASBO against the authority’s own policy criteria (i.e. as a last 
resort). 

3.6 Other Landlords - should try all means at their disposal to resolve the problem before approaching 
the authority. If an ASBO is appropriate, they should provide the authority with all evidence 
collated and a summary of steps already taken. The final decision as to whether an ASBO 
application is appropriate rests with the local authority. 

3.7 Making the Application - the authority must: - 
Involve its own legal representatives at the earliest stage. 

Consult the police (who may also seek the views of the Procurator Fiscal). 

Collect available evidence from as many witnesses as possible at an early stage (N.B. the Act 
provides for disclosure of information by any person to the police and the authority). 

Discuss the possibility of the application with the offender and advise them to seek legal advice. 
Following such discussion the offender may agree to modify his behaviour. 

Decide what the terms of the order will be. These must be only those necessary to protect persons 
in the authority’s area. 

ASBO is intended to prohibit conduct and the offender cannot therefore be required to undergo 
supervision or training. This could, however, be suggested to the offender, prior to the making of 
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the application, on a voluntary basis. The terms must be specific so that the complainant and 
offender can ascertain whether the order is being breached. 

Decide on the duration of the order (there is no maximum length). 

Thereafter instruct Legal Services to make the application to the Sheriff Court, including 
information on action taken to resolve the problem andor an explanation as to why other steps are 
inappropriate. 

3.8 After Order Granted - the Court will provide a copy of the Order to the authority who should copy 
it to the police, and inform the complainant and any other party with an interest of its terms and 
duration. The authority should review the Order regularly, and at least every six months. At least 
once a year consideration should be given as to whether the Order should be varied or revoked, and 
the decision should be formally recorded. If the offender moves to another area the Order cannot be 
transferred. 

3.9 Breach of the Order - this is a criminal offence, the penalties for which are up to six months 
imprisonment, or a fine on the statutory scale or both on summary conviction, or in more serious 
cases up to 5 years imprisonment and an unlimited fine. When a person breaches an Order and 
commits a separate offence, the breach will not be separately prosecuted but will be taken into 
account in deciding the sentence. 

. 

3.10 The Scottish Office is inviting responses to this Guidance, to be received no later than 23 October 
1998. 

4. Recommendation. 

4.1 It is recommended that 

(i). 

(ii). 

the Council responds to the consultation in terms of the letter attached to this report as 
Appendix 2, and 
remits this report to the Working Group on Housing and Neighbour Problems to formulate a 
draft policy on the application of anti-social behaviour orders as part of the wider estate 
management policy. 

5. Background Papers. 

Available in Department 

Director of Housing. 
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Home Department Saughtoo House 
Broomhouse Drive 
Edinburgh EH1 I 3XD 

2142 

Police Division 

TD all consultees 
Telephone 0 1 3 1-244 
Fa 013 1-244 2666 

13 August 1998 

CRIMJZ AND DISORDER ACT 1998: GUIDANCE ON ANTISOCEU BEHAVIOUR 
ORDERS 

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 received Royal Assent on 3 1  July, and NE are now in a 
position r~ consult on a full text of the guidance for anti-socii behaviour orders. 

I enclose a copy of the ch& which has been produced followhg discussions with 
represcntdves of the Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland. the Convention of 
Scottish Local -4uthorities and S m o  and takes account as fk as possible of coinments 
rtceived on the outlice I circulated in ApriI. 

I would be grateful for a y  comments you wish to make on the guidance by 23 October at the 
latest. W s t e r s  have not yet decided whea the relevant stawory provisions will be 
commend but it majj be as early as 1 December. The guidaace would therefore have to be 
finalised early in Navembs, a d  we cannot guarantee that we will be able to take comments 
received &er the deadhe into account. 

Comments should be setlt to: 

lvfi Danen Burgess 
Scottish Office Home Department 
E 1 -5a 
Saughton House 
Broomhousc Drive 
Edinburgh 
EH11 3 X D  
Tel: 0 13 1-244-2 145 
Fa: 0131-244-2666 
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Finally, we have discussed with the C O W  repnsentatives on our working group whether 
there would be merit in local authorities producing a model Writ to be attached to the fidised 
guidance. There were mixed views, given that authorities may prefer to tailor their writs to 
suit the different styles of their own sheriffdom. If local authority recipients would like to 
~USIJE this, they should contact Maggie Mcllon at the Convention by &e end of September. 

c 

Yours sincerely 

MRS E LEWS 

c&dbilYguidance/august’asboslett 
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GUIDANCE ON ALVTf-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ORDERS 

SCOPE AND STATUS OF CUTDANCE 

I. Thjs guidance contains advice on the procedures and best practice to be adop 

Iocal authorities in handling anti-social behaviour orders (ASBOs). 'cbe police, the pro 

fiscal setvice and the COW may dso find the guidance hclpfiJ for iafpnnauon. 

me guidance has been prepared in c o d t a t i o n  with-the Conveation of Scottish 
and a wide range of 

intoforceon[ 1. 

or distress to the CO ty but whicb do not consist of single acts 
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where these are appropriate, and is intended to be complementary to other civil procedures 

such as interdict where use of these is appropriate. It does not affect other proceedings such 

as recavexy of possession of heritable property or actions of damages. 

7. An ASBO can be made against persons of all housing tenure types: i.e. owner 

occupiers, private sector tenants, and tenants of public sector lafidlords, including local 

authorities. I 

8, Applications for ASBOs can only be made in respect oflhosr: aged 16 or over. The 

behaviour of those under 16 will continue to be handled by the children's hearing system. 

ASBOs cannot be used as a means of quizing patents whose children arc misbehaving to 

take any particdar action. 

9. ASBOs are not intended to address bebadour that is merely different, or eccentric or 

behavim that is the resufr of a mental disorder. and should not.be used to promote the 

harassment of individuals or groups for behaviour that results fiom being of a different m e  

or religion. 

10. 

neighbours over, for example, boundaries. 

ASBOs are not intended to address what would be considered civil disputes between 

11. The behaviour which is to be used as justification for an application must have taken 

place after the provisions in the Act w e t  commenced on [ 1. Previolzs behaviour can, 

however, be used to support the argumeat that the behaviour has continued over a period of 

time and that an ASBO is required to protect the community h m  M e r  anti-social acts or 

cooduc t . 

12. 
circumstances satisfies the criteria in the legislation. . 

It will be for &e courts to dlcide whether partkdar behaviour in specific 

2 
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ROLE OF LOCAL AUTHORiTY 

119 

13. 

fir an ASBO to ptec t  persons in the authority’s own area. 
Under section 19, the l o d  authority has the statutory role of applying to the sheriff 

14. Local authorities are not, however, required to appiy for MBOs, either at all or in 

particular circumstances. It is not the role of &e local authority to become involved in 
individual disputes no; to take actim to interfere with activities which, whde they may irritate 

/ 

or even upset some members of the community, arc not sufliciently serious to warrant such 

intervention. 
- 

15. Each locaI authority should dcvelop a policy suiting local circumstances and its 

competing prionties outlining when it would corsider a i i  application, the criteria it would use 

etc. ‘z-his should be done in consdtation with the police and the procurator fiscal service, so 

t h  the circumstances in which an ASBO would be appropriate, and the interface with 

criminal proceedings in each area arc clear. The procurator fiscal service’s advice on the 

general wording of orders so that breach can be proved, and anangements U) deal quickly 

with haches would be helpful. Other landlords should also be consulted oil what the local 

authority’s polity is to be. It is Likely to be ilsefui if the policy wac incorporated into the 

authority’s wider compnunity safety strategy. 

16. The policy should be well publickied in the local authority’s area. this hsould ensure 

htk that the pubIic is aware of the ASBO mechanism and t!at unrealistic expectations as to 

when it might be used are avoided. I t  should be made clear haw an individual tenant or 

omer  occupier should proceed if they wish to m&e a complaint &out anti-social behaviour. 

in paraticular, it should be made clex that complaints about termts should be made to the 

relevant landlord in the fust instance. 
-1 

17. It is for each loca1 authority to decide how to handle the Function of apptying for 

ASBOs. There is no necessity for the Howing Department to be in the lead, although in 

many cases this will be appropriate. Each authority should, howeyer, ensure that there is a 

clear point of contact for complaints of anti-social behavicui from the public and requests for 

applications for ASBOs fiom other landlords. 

c&dbbil VguidancdaugusVasbos3 3 
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LOCAL AUTHORITY RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT OR OWN CONCERY ABOUT 
ANTllsOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 

18. Good practice guidance oa dealing with complaints is included in section 10 of the 

SODD circular on Housing and Neighbour Problans which was issued in [September 19981. 

With specific refwence to ASBOs, however, and looking at the 1&aI authority as a whole, 

then are a number of key issues. < 

19. 

local authority should: 
On receiving a complaint or havkg its own concerns about anti-social behaviour, &e 

- establish the facts, taking great care when investigating complaints to avoid the 
possibility of discrimination(victimisation on the grounds of race, sex, disability or 

religion. 

- deiamine whether the behaviour which has caused the complaint or concern would 

constitute anti-social behavim (i.e. is the complaint simply the result of a clash of 

personalities or beliefs? is the behaviour merely eccentric? does the persor have a 

mental disorder? could the person argue that the behaviour was reasonable in the 

circumstances?) 

- emure that all relevant local authority departments are involved in the consideration 

of the case, so that the authority’s response is a collaborative one and all the 

consequences of any part~cular course of action are taken into account. This would 

kclude the housing and social work departments, and the legal department where any 

court action might be contemplated. 

- establish what steps any complaicant hai taken to resolve matters, and consider 

whet!!er f m k r  steps \ o d d  be appropriate. These might include mediation in some 

circumstances, or - depending on the circumstances of the complainant and the 

behaviour - civil action. 

3 
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- when appropriate, camider other causes of action opcn to locd authority such as 

mediation (sec SODD circulas referred to above). 

- if the situation is not resolvable by other mtans, consider Icgd action, such as 
interdict or C ~ ~ C ~ ~ G L I ,  where the local authority’s own tenant is iavolved. Section 19(6> 

of the Act makes clear that the existence of tbe ASBO mechanism is without 

prejudice to the use of existing legal remedies to tackle anti-social behaviour. 

I 

# 

- 
- where suck remedies are not appropriate,or have Med, and the local authority is 

satisfied that the person has acted in an anti-social m e r  sad thar an order is 
neccssvy to protect the community from fbther anti-social acts, the authority shouId 

consider the possibility of an application for an ASBO against the authority’s o u n  

policy criteria 

20. 

few orders across Scot!and per annum. 

It is :xpected h i t  ASBOs will be seen BS a last rmort and that there will be relatively 

OTBER LANDLORDS 

21. Where it is the tenants of other landlords - private or public - who are behaving anti- 

socially, the landlord should follow his own policy and procedures for dealing with such 

complaints. Landlords should not approach the local authority with a request for an ASBO 
unril they have considered and where appropriate tried all the means at their disposal to 
resolve the problem. 

22. If after foUoeJrg his own policy and procedures through a landlord considers as a last 

resort that an ASBO wouid be appropriate in a particular case, the landlord should consult the 

I t x c a l  authority over the possibility of an application, providing all the evidence collecsd and 

an account of the steps already taken to try M resolve natters. It would then be for the local 

aurbcrity to determine whether a,, application was appropriate in h e  light of its own policy 

md prioritis. 

c&d bi 1Yguidance/augustlasbos3 5 
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MAKING AN APPLICATION 

23. 

should: 

Where a local authority considers that an application for an ASBO may be made it 

- involve its oua so!icitors or legal department at the earliest possible stage. 

c 

- consult the police (a statutory requirement under W o n  21(1) of the Ad). The 

police may have idornation which would support the application for an Order; and 

coasultatic~~ should prevent the possibilib of civil m.d criminal action relating to the 

same behaviour taking piace shdtanwusly, unless it is agreed that both are 

oecesary. Where the views of the procurator fiscal would be helpful on a particular 

case - for example, because a crbnhal prosecution may be a possibility - these should 

be sought by the police. 

- cow& any other relevant interests in a particular case. 

- note thar section 11 5 of the Act provides for the disclosure of information by any 

person ta the police and the local authority for the purposes of the Act. Decis: 'om on 

whether it is right to do so in any particular c irc~sbnces must, however, continue to 

be taken on a case by case basis. 

- collect the evidence, bearing in cnhd the importance of obtaining sta:ernenti from as 
many W~KSS?S as possible at an early stage. If the order is defended, it would be 

helpful to have more than one source of evidence. The local authority applicant has to 

show that the behaviour caused or was likely t o  cause .. alarm or distress and so can 

arrarge for the behaviour to be witnessed and evidence providzd by, for example, its 

own staff or the police. ASBOs are civil orders so the civil standard of proof will 

apply aid the orders will be granted on the balance of prcbabiiities. The normal civil 

evidence rule; will apply (e.g. no need for corroboration, hearsay evidence 

admissible). 

6 
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- bear in mind the needs and fears of vulnerable witnesses, and in close co-opeation 

with the police take all appropriate steps to reassure and protect potential witnesses. 

[reference to report of Scottish Wce working group on vulnerabie cnd intimidated 

witnesses. 1 

- discus the possibility of an applicarion with the person against whom the order 

would be sought, and ad:ke themto seck legal advice Eom a dicitor or citizens' 

advice bureau. The pason may agrm to modifj. the behaviour so that an order is no 

longer necessary. 
- 

- decide what terms of the order tu seek. The terms must be only those necessary to 

protect persons in the area of the locd authority b m  fiutha anti-social acts or 

conduct. They can be prohiitmy only, and cannot therefore require the person to 

take any particular action or to undergo supervision or training. They should be 

specific, so *bt it Wiu be rcadiiy apparent to the person and to the local community 

what constitutes a breach. Unless the circumstances are exceptional, the terms should 

not be such as to prevent the pason h r n  practising his religion or attending work or 

schooVfurther education. 

- decide what duration of the order to seek, up to and including indtfinitc (section 

- consider whether the offer of voluntary supervision or training would be appropriate 

in the  circumstances, and ifs0 whether the local authority is in a position to offer it. 

.- 
- insmct solicitors/ legal dep&ent to apply for an order through a summary 

application to the sheriff in the court district where the alarm or distress is alleged to 

have been caused. The application should include information on the action taken by 
the local authority, any other relevant landlord and any compIainant to resolve the 

problem, and/or an explanation as to why other steps are inappropriate in the 

particular case. 

7 
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- Iiaise closeIy with the sheriff clerk over the possibility of an application being made, 

and any need for it to be dealt with particuldy quickly. 

- throughout, keep the complainant and any other relevant inteiests in the community 

idbrmed. 
4 

COLRT PROCEEDINGS 

24. 'the a p p h n t  authority must lodge the application in court for granting of a w m t  

for citation and thereafter must serve the applicalion on the defender as the person whose 

behaviour is the subject of the application. ln terms of the rules of court the applicant 

thereby iatimates the u-t and thc date of any hearing. The local authority should seek to 

casu~c that the person is aware of the senowsntss of the order and the penalties for breach. 

He should be icformed that he should attend the hearing or be legally represented, failing 

vhich the order made be made against him, and that he has the opportunity to state his case. 

The covut is likely to fix a M e r  date for hearing evidence in the event that'!he application is 

&fended. 

25. Local authorities should be aware of the possibility of a defender delaying the process 

by seeking to have proceedings sisted so that legal aid can be sought. Local authorities may 
wish ta consider opposing rht sist and pressing for EI short continuation only to allow specid 

urgency fegd aid to be considered. 

26. I f  the application is defended, the sheriff will consider on the evidence whether the 

person has acted in an anti-social manner 9 defrned by the Act - and if so who&cr an order is 

necessary to protect the community fiom further anti-social acts. in te.ms of section 19(4), 

the sheriff is to disregard any acts shown by the persor. to have been rcasongblc in the 

crcumstances. If *3e sheriff is satisfied, he will consider what terms and duration would bs 

appropriate and will thcn make the order. 

27. The normal summary application rules will apply. Ibe evidencz in support of the 

application will be submined by the applicant aad it will be that evidence upon whkh the 

c&dbilliguidanceiaugusv'asbos3 8 
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court will decide balanced with any evidence submitted by the defender. The question of 

whether the hearing is to be in private is a matter for the court but normally any hearing will 

bt in open court. A flow chart showing the procedure under the summary appIication rules is 

attached at h e x  B. 

28. One the order is made, the sheriff clerk will serve a copy on *e defender, either in 
person if he is present in court or by registered post or mxrded delivery. The court will 

provide a copy of the order to the local authority applicant, who should copy it to the police 

for dissemination to iti officers within tht nIevant area. 
- 

APPEALS 

29. Either the applicant or the d d a & r  CZL? appcal the sherifs daision under the n o d  

sumzuy application procedures, choosing whether to appeal to the Sheriff Principal or Court 

of Session. 

30. Under section 2I(10) of the Act, the order remains in force pending the outcome of 
the appeal. It is, however, possible to apply for an order to be varied or revoked while an 

appeal is pending. 

LOCAL AUTHORITY A m O N  FOLLOWING T)IE MAKING OF AN ORDER 

31. Once an order is made, the Iocal authority should inform the complainant and any 

other reIevant interests in the community (e.g. others af€ected by or likely to be afftcted by a 

breach of the order) of the making of the order and its terms and duration. It should be made 

clear that breach of an order is a criminal okence whikh should& reported h the normal way 

to the police. 

32. The local authority should review the situation 3n a regular basis, and certainly every 

6 months, to assess the effect the order is having. This could, for example, bvolve discussing 

uirh any original cornpiainant and other relevant members of the commudty whether the 

siNat:lan had improved. At least once per annum, the local authority should consider whether 

J & db i 1 Vgu id ance/augmr/asbo s 3 9 
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varied or revoked, and formally ncord tbc decision. This is 
t where indefhtc orders are concerned. Applications for the variation 
and the follow up action required shouid follow the same proce-s 

dins consdtation with the police. 

gains whom an order is made moves bouse:the local autho~v must 

the order remains relevant. ff it does not, it couId be ‘revoked. O h  relate 

med” if the individual to the protection of a particular community aud cannot be ‘‘ 

policy to review the effect of legislation on a regular basis. Local 

re be prepared to report on tbe use and effect of ASBOs in theu 
time to time to Ministers. 



.. N E X  A 7 
c. 05 1 5  Crime and Disorder A:: 1996 

PART ? 
CHaPrEIl I 

Furfew notice” has thc meaning given by section 1q6) above; 
. .  

curfew scheme” has :he meaning given by section 
I) above; 

“parcnhqg atdei‘ )ras the meaning gven by section 8(4) above; 
has the meaain_e given by section I(2) of the Pollce 

I996 c. 16. 

I 

a parenung order, has the meaning given 

“sex offender order“ has 

ntion appears, expressloas 
w c e  Act 1991 (*the 1991 1991 c.55 

Aa”) have t h e  s a  mean:ngs as 

(b) a memkr of a youth offending team, 
the so&I worker or member shall be a s o d a  worker of, 

(5) For *he p u p s e s  of t h i s  Chapter t h e  Inner Temple and the MI 
TwpIc form part of the City of London. 

19.41) A local authority may make an application for an order under An:i-sociJ 
tfus &on if it appears to the authority ’Jlar the followkg conditions are bchavjoor orden. 
fulfilled With respect to any person of or over the age of t6, uamely- 

(a) that the person has-- 
(i) acted in ttnti-sOd;J mama. that is to say, in-a 

manner rhar a u x d  or was likely io  cawalam or distress; or 
(i) pursued a course of anti-r& conduct, thA i s  to say, 

pursued a course of conduct that caused or was likely to ca*u 
alarm or discus, 

to one or more permons not of the same household as himsdf in 
the authoriry‘s area (and in this section “actl-social acts” and 
“onti-social conduct” shall be construecl acmrdingly); and 

h) that su& au order is necessary to protct persoas in the 
authoriry’s area from funher ami-social acts or conduct by him. 
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16 c. 00 Crime and Dirordcr Act 1996 
PrrRr I 

CHAPTER rr 
(1) An application under subrtcticn ( I )  above shall be made by 

summuy rpptication to the sheriff within whose sheridom the aiann or 
&stress was alleged to have ban caused o 
caused. 

i s  satisfied rhar the conditions mentioned in that rubxction arc f a l e d .  
make an order under this section (an *anu-sociaI behaviour order”) 
which, for the purpose of protecting persans in the a r a  
autborify from € m e r  anti-sociaI acts or conduct by the pe 

have been likely to 

(3) On an application under subsection ( I )  abov:. h e  sheribmay. 

der is sought, prohibits him from doing mything described 

(4 )  For the purpose of determining whether the condition mentioned 
in subsection (])(a) is MfJIed, the sheriff shall disregard any act of the 
person in respect of whom the applicazioo is ma whir& that pcrson 
shows w reasonable b the urcamstanccs. 

- 

(5) This s d o n  does not apply in relation to anything done before the 
commmccrneOt of this section. 

for which it i s  so coastituttd. 



17 Crime and Disorder Acr IF98 c. 00 
P A R T  1 

CHAF~ER 11 
mentioned in subsection (2) 

undtr this section ("a SCX 
pemn in respect of whom 

described in the ordcr. 
be imposed by an order made u d c r  

necessary for rbe gurpose of protectlog the 
the p r s a n  in respect of whom the order 

IS made. 

(6) whik a sex offender 
1997 shall have ef€ec~ as if- 

effect. Part I of  the Sex Offenders Act 1397 c.5;. 

fa) the person in respect of w 
SUbjCCt to the noriiicatio 

(b) in reelation to that FCTSOG 
of that Pan) were the d 
given or delivered to th 
(8) and (9) of section 2 

(7) Section 3 above applies fo 
for the purposes of section 1 ab 

(a) any reference in that se 
as a reference to the 
sought; and 

(b) in subsection (2) of tha 
the said section 2 o h a  
(2)(b) of this section. 

\ (8) A constable m a y  mtsr Without warrant a person whom he 
reasonably suspects of doing. or bzviog done. anything prohibited by an 
ordcr under subsection (4)(a) above or a sex offender order. 

2 1 . 4 1 )  Before making an application under- 
(3) section 19(1) above; 
(b) subscction (7)(b)(i) below. 

Roctdunl 
provbim wilh 
rspkc to o h .  

&e local authority sbdl c o d t  th: rtitvant chief constable. 
(2) Before makrng an appiiution under WX~OD 2q1) above or 

subsecdon (7)(b)(i) below, the chief constable shall c o d t  the local 
aurhoriry within whose area the pcrsoo in respect of the order is 
sought is for the time being. 

(3) Xn subsccuon (1) above 're!eva.nt chef  constable" meant the chkf 
ccnstable of the pulic: force mabwd u d c r  the Police (Scotland) Act 1967 c.7- 
1967 the area of which includes the area of the local authority nraksng .. be 
application. 

(4) A failure to comply with s u b a d o n  (1) or (2) above rhall nQt affect 
the validity of an order made on any application to which cithcr of those 
subsectians applies. 

( 5 )  A record of evidence shall be kept on any s u ~ ~ v l ~ i v y  applicatioo 
under section 19 or 20 above or subsection (T)(b) below. 

(6) Subsections (7) to (9) below apply to aoti-mial behaviour orden 
a n d  sex offender orders and subsections (8) and (9) be!ow apply to an 
order made under section 2q4Xa) above. 

9 

.t 
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c .  00 19 Crime snd Dcsorder A C ~  1 3 ~ 8  

PART I 
CnAPTEX 11 

(Cj PreViOU ccnviction of the w e d  of an offence under 
subsection ( I )  a'obvc; and 

(4 h e x  tent to which the sentence or disposa! in rtspea of any such 
preVious conviction of the a m d  diffend, by vime of this 
subsmion. from that wbch the COUR would have imposed but 
for this subsection. 

(4) The court shall 301, under subseciion(3) a h v e ,  have regard to tK: 
fact that the xparare o~eacc was commitred whiie the accused was 
subject to  an anti-social behavio.ur order unlas that fact is IiDeUed in rh4 
indictment or, 3s the case m a y  be, speci6ed in the complaint. 

( 5 )  The faci :hat &e separate offence was committed w M e  the accused 
was subject to an anti-social behaviour order shall. unless challenged- 

(a) in the case of proceedings on indictment, by giving notice of a 
preliminary objection under paragraph (b) of scion 72 of the 
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 ("the 1995 Act") or tWScJc. 
under that paragraph as applied by section 71(3) of that Act; or 

(b) in summary proceedings, by preliminary objection before his 
~ l t a  is recorded, 

be he!d as admitted. 

(6) Subject t O  subsecrim (7) below, subsections (1) to (5 )  above apply 
in relation to an order under d o n  2q4)(a) above and to a sex offender 
order as they apply in relation to an anti-social behqviour order. 

(7) Subsection (2) above as applied for the purposes of s u b s a b n  (6) 
above &all have effect with the subsurution of the war& "at the t ime a? 
which he committed" for the words 'which constitutesn. 

ons (2) and (3) below. 

rbe bouw to be ustd for immoral or illegal 

imprisonraeot committed in, of in 

t e m t t  and any subtermat" 

(3) For paragraph 7 the:e shall be s 
p=gap&- 

"7 -(I) The tenmt, a person i a i d h g  or lodg 
the tenant or a penon aimg the house has- 

(a) acted in an anti-social manner in r 
rtsidmg. :.iririog or otbmvise engagin 
the locality; or 
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Department of Housing 
Municipal Buildings 
Kildonan Street 
Coatbridge M L 5  3NG 

OurRef: El Contact: John Lockhart 
Your Ref: Telephone: (01236) 812501 
Date: 14 October, 1998 Fax: (01236) 812516 

Mr Darren Burgess 
The Scottish Office Home Department 
El-5a 
Saughton House 
Broomhouse Drive 
EDINBURGH 
EH11 3XD 

Director of Housing 
Gavin Whitefield 

Dear Sir, 

Crime and Disorder Act 1988 : Guidance on Anti-Social Behaviour Orders. 

Thank you for your letter of 13 August 1998 advising of draft guidance on the use of Anti-Social Behaviour 
Orders. 

North Lanarkshire Council welcomes the introduction of Anti-Social Behaviour Orders and is currently 
developing a policy to suit the local circumstances of the Authority. This will be done in consultation with 
the Police and Procurators Fiscal in the area. The completed policy will be adopted as part of the Council’s 
wider strategy to deal with anti-social behaviour and neighbour nuisance. 

I would, however, welcome your views on the undernoted points raised in the draft guidance : 

Section 20 states that ASBOs will be seen as a last resort, however it has been widely held that eviction 
should be the “last resort” in dealing with perpetrators of anti-social behaviour. Is this likely to cause 
problems in Court, where the Sheriff may take a differing view? 

Further guidance would also be welcomed in respect of anticipated cost implications, especially where the 
authority is pursuing action on behalf of private sector landlords or occupiers. It is my assumption that this 
cost would not be charged to the Housing Revenue Account. 

Yours faithfully, 

Director of Housing 


